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Abstract 
Solutions of two nonlinear SPDEs are obtained as limits of systems of SDEs. Tightness of the 
approximating distributions and smoothness of the limiting processes, as measured by Hilbert 
space norms, are obtained by a maximal inequality applicable to "Omstein-Uhlenbeck-like" 
processes. 
Keywords: Stochastic partial differential equation; Reaction-diffusion model; Diffusion limit 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider two systems of SDEs with nonnegative solutions which 
arise as diffusion limits of population models (see Ethier and Kurtz, 1986, Chs. 6 and 
11). In turn, we obtain limiting SPDEs as the dimension of the systems approach 
infinity. By viewing the processes as taking values in appropriate Hilbert spaces, we 
are able to obtain what appears to be sharp estimates with regard to smoothness of the 
limiting processes as measured by decay of their Fourier coefficients, and with regard 
to the spaces in which convergence takes place. A key tool is a subsequent maximal 
inequality for an "Ornstein-Uhlenbeck-like" process. 
Let (~,F,(Ft)t>~o,P) be a probability space where (Ft)t>~o is a right continuous 
filtration and F0 contains all P-null sets of F. 
Lemma 1.1. Let V(t) = fo e- fY ( t - s )~ dB(s)' where fl > O, B and 2 are (Ft) 
adapted and B is a standard Brownian motion. Suppose 0<~ supt<to2(s)<~F < oo 
and F > 0 is deterministic. Then e(suPt<~t o V2(t)>>,a2)<~tofl(exp(fla2/4F) - 1 -1 for 
a~O.  
Proof. By Lemma 3.19 of Blount (1991), 
s ]--1 
P(supV2(t)~a2)<~t°fl[~o(IJa2/r)l/2exp(s2/2)~ot<~to exp(-r2/2)drds " 
The result then follows from the inequalities (for s > 0): 
fSexp(- rZ/2)dr  >~ ~0 s2-1'2 exp(_rZ/2)dr >~s2 -1/2 exp(-s2/4); 
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these imply that 
foU eXp(s2 /2 ) foS exp(-r2 /2 ) drds >~ foU eXp(sZ /4 )s2-1/2 ds 
= 21/2(exp(p2/4) - 1). [] 
2. Two systems of SDEs 
Let yd denote the d-dimensional integer lattice and let H(N)  = { f "  ~d __~ R : 
for k = (kl ..... ka) E 2vd, f is constant on sets of the form I-lai=l[kiN-l,(ki+ 1)N -1) 
and f is periodic in each variable with period 1}. For f E H(N) let 
V~f( r )  = N( f ( r  =k N-lvi) - f ( r ) ) ,  
where 
Vi : (Vi(1) .... , vi(d)) 
and let 
d 
l i= j ,  
and vi(j)= O i C j, 
d 
ANf(r) = Z -V+VTf ( r )  - Z N2[f(r + N-lvi) - 2f ( r )  + f ( r  - N-lvi)]. 
i=1 i=1 
Set S = [0, 1), SN = N -17/f) S, and let T denote the quotient space obtained from 
[0, 1] by identifying 0 and 1. 
We define an Nd-dimensional diffusion process XN(t) E H(N) as determined, for 
r E SaN, by the system of stochastic integral equations 
fo 
t 
XN(t,r) =XN(O,r) + ANXN(S,r)ds 
+fot 
-fo 
AN(r)XN(S,r)ds 
N-d Z XN(S'r)bN(r'r')XN(s'rt)) ds 
t d 
r EN~ 
"~- I'jO t ¢])N(r)XN( s, r)d WN(S, r); (2.1) 
here AN,7N, bu(r,'),bu(',r') E H(N), 7N > O, bN>>-O, and WN(t) E H(N) has the 
property that {N -a/2 WN(t, r)}rcSd u are independent, standard Brownian motions adapted 
to (Ft). In addition, XN(O, .) is Fo measurable. 
For f E H(N) we define the operator BN by 
BNf(r) = fSd bN(r, r')f(rt)dr', 
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and view A N and ~N as multiplication operators. With this notation we can rewrite 
(2.1) as 
Xu(t) =XN(0) + (AN + AN~N(s)ds 
-- XN(S)BNXN(S)dS + ZN(t), (2.2) 
where 
ZN(t) = ~dWN(S) .  
ForxE•  and p/>2,1et 
p 
R(x) = Z cixi' where co ~> 0 and Cp < O. 
i=0 
With the same construction as above we can define another diffusion process as given 
by the solution of 
XN(t ) = IN(O ) + ANXN(S)dS ~- R(YN(s))ds + ZN(t), (2.3) 
I' where Zu(t)= ~)dWN(S) .  
Remark 2.1. At this point it is appropriate to discuss existence of solutions to (2.2) 
and (2.3). We define existence of a solution as in Definition IV.1.2 of Ikeda and 
Watanabe (1989); a solution exists if there is a probability space (f~,F,(Ft)t>~o,P) 
with a collection of independent (Ft) adapted Brownian motions and (2.2) (respec- 
tively (2.3)) holds. Such a solution is often called a weak solution, and its exis- 
tence is equivalent o the solution of a martingale problem (Ikeda and Watanabe 
1989, Proposition IV.2.1). We say that weak uniqueness holds if any two solutions 
with the same initial distribution have the same distribution on C([0, oc) • N u~) (see 
Ikeda and Watanabe, 1989, Definition IV.1.4). Clearly (2.2) and (2.3) require non- 
negative solutions. If  V'~N is replaced by a Lipschitz function F(XN), then results 
of Kotelenez (1992) would apply; but here it appears we require different methods. 
Solutions can be obtained as scaling limits of particle systems. If R(x) is quadratic, 
a solution of (2.3) follows as a special case of Blount (1994b). However, both weak 
existence and uniqueness can be obtained by the methods of Dawson (1993) devel- 
oped for measure-valued diffusions. Since these methods also provide weak unique- 
ness for the limiting SPDEs derived from (2.2) and (2.3), we apply them here. 
The simplest way to do this is to identify XN as a measure on the discrete space 
SaN by setting XN(t)({r}) = XN(t,r) for r E SN a. If  R(0) = 0 and 7N -- C, a 
constant, then weak existence and uniqueness for (2.2) and (2.3) follow immedi- 
ately from Theorem 7.2.2 and Lemma 10.1.2.1 of Dawson (1993), exactly as in 
the proof of Theorem 10.1.2.4 of the same paper. The proof uses a Girsanov the- 
orem to show equivalence of this case to that of weak existence and uniqueness 
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when AN =-- 0 and bu -= 0 in (2.2) (respectively R -= 0 in (2.3)). With the lat- 
ter assumptions the processes are special cases of a class of processes denoted as 
B(A,c) superprocesses in Ch. 6 of Dawson (1993). If As -- 0, bu - 0, and R(x) =_ 
c0 > 0, then the solutions of (2.2) and (2.3) are special cases of the (A,~) super- 
process and the (A,~) superprocess with immigration, respectively; and weak exis- 
tence and uniqueness are proved in Theorem 6.1.3 of Dawson (1993). The general 
cases for (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, can then be solved with Theorem 7.2.2 and 
Lemma 10.1.2.1 of the Dawson paper by making obvious notational changes in the 
lemma. 
Let L2(S d) = {f  : S d --* R : fs a fE(r)dr < oc}. Then XN(t) C L2(Sd), but studying 
the limiting behavior of XN requires enlarging the state space beyond LE(ld). For 
x C R, let 
¢po(X) ~ 1, 
and for n = 2, 4 ..... set 
q~n(x) = v~cos(mrx) 
qJn(x) = v'2 sin(mrx). 
For {m = (ml . . . . .  md) : mi E {2n}~0}, let em: R d ~ R denote functions of the 
form era(r) = I-Idi=l fm~(ri) where r = (rl . . . . .  rd), fo = tpo, fm~ = q~mi or ~Om, for 
mi > 0, and our notation suppresses the explicit dependence of em on the choices of 
the f,,,. {e,,} form the usual orthonormal basis for L2(Sd), and for any • E ~ we let 
Ha denote the Hilbert space obtained by completion of the trigonometric polynomials 
in the norm 
I[f[[~ = (Z ( f ,  em)2(l+ 7~2[[m]12)ct) 1/2; 
here [[m][ = ()-~idl m2) 1/2, (-,') denotes the usual L2(S d) inner product, and the sum 
is taken over all distinct possibilities for era. 
Note Ho = L2(S d) and (., .) extends to a duality between H_~ and Ha satisfying 
[(f,g)[ = Z( f ,  ern)(g, em) ~<[[f[[-~]lg[[~- 
Let M(T a) denote the finite measures on T a topologized by weak convergence: Pn --~ P 
in M(T a) ~ fx . fd#n ~ fT~ fd# for all continuous f : T a ~ R. We also use (#, f )  
to denote fx a fdp.  
For E a complete, separable metric space, let C([0,oc) :E)  and C((0,0¢) :E)  denote 
the continuous E-valued functions topologized by uniform convergence on compact 
sets of [0, c~) and (0, c~), respectively. M(T d) is a complete separable metric space, 
and, because ~-~(1 + []m[]2)" < c~ for ct < -d/2,  it follows from the Weierstrass 
approximation theorem that C([0,cx~) : M(Td))C C([0,0~) :Ha) for any ~ < -d /2  
with the subspace topology identical to the original. 
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To see this, first suppose #n ~ # in M(Ta),  and let ~ < -d/2.  Then, for l > 0, 
I1~. - ~11~ Y~ <~. - #,era)2( 1+ ~211mll=)= + 2aC ~ (1 + ~2[Imll2)~, 
Ilmll~</ Ilmll>/ 
where C = ((#, 1) + supn(pn, 1)) 2 < o~ since (/~,, 1) ~ (#, 1) < c~. For fixed l, the 
first sum converges to 0 by assumption, and the second can be made less than any 
> 0 by choosing l(~) large. Thus, ][Pn - #11~  0. Conversely, if ]l#, - / l l ]~ ~ 0, 
then (/~n -/~, 9) --* 0 for any trigonometric polynomial 9. The compactness of T a and 
the Weierstrass approximation theorem then imply Pn --* # in M(T a). 
Since we are only concerned with the Fourier series of functions on S a we may 
as well assume H0 = L2(Ta). Then XN E C([0,c~) : H0), and, by identifying XN(t) 
with the measure Xu(t)dr, where dr is the Lebesgue measure on T a, we have XN E 
C([0, co) : M(Ta)) .  We can now state our results. (3 )  denotes convergence in distri- 
bution, and A denotes the Laplacian. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume 
(i) supr(lAN(r ) --A(r)l + I~'N(r) -- y(r)l) + sup~,,r,)IbN(r,r') -- b(r,r')l ~ O, where 
A, ~ and b are continuous and 7 > O; 
(ii) SUpNE[(XN(O ), 1) 2] < CX~; 
(iii) XN(O) ~ X(O), where X(O) is an M(Ta)-valued random variable. 
Then {XN}, the solutions of  (2.2), satisfy XN ~ X on C((0,cx~) :H~) and C([0,~xz) :
M(Ta)) for any ~ < 1 -d /2  if d>~2; if d = 1 convergence holds in C((0,cxD) : H o) 
and C([O,~) : M(Ta)). X is a solution of the equation 
fOt fot X(t)  = X(O) + (A + A ~(s )ds  - X(s)BX(s)ds + Z(t); (2.4) 
here, for any ~ < -d/2,  Z is a C([O, oe):H~)-valued martinoale with respect to 
a(X(s) : s<~t), and 
(Z(t), f )2  _ for (yX(s), f2)ds 
is a square integrable martingale for f E H,, ~ > d/2; (2.4) holds by viewin9 each 
term as an element of C([O,e~) : H~) for any ~ < -2 -  d/2, and it holds in 
C((O, cxD) : H~) for ~ < -1 - d/2. 
X can also be represented as the solution of 
X( t )  = r ( t )X(O)  + r ( t  - s)(AX(s) - X(s)BX(s))ds 
+ r( t  - s)dZ(s); (2.5) 
here r(t) is the semioroup oenerated by A on U~H~. In (2.5) each term is an element 
of C((0,oc) • H~), for ~ < 1 - d/2, and C([0,ec) • M(Ta)) ,  where M(T a) is the 
space of finite, sioned measures on T a. 
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Remark 2.2. For/~ E M(T  a) and f continuous, let A# and p.B# define the measures 
which satisfy 
(A#-ItBP, f )=]TA( r ) f ( r )p (dr ) -~a×xf ( r )b ( r , r ' )p (dr ' )#(dr ) .  (2.6) 
This interpretation defines the term AX(s ) -  X(s)BX(s) in (2.5). 
That X is unique in distribution is proved in Ch. 10 of Dawson (1993). As discussed 
previously one expects that convergence in distribution would hold in C([0,c~) : H~) 
for ~ < -d/2. That it holds for • < 1 -d /2  when d/>2 and ~ = 0 for d = 1 will 
be a direct consequence of Lemma 1.1. Note that if d = 1, we obtain that X has 
1 Thus, X(t) is somewhat "smoother" than sample paths in C((0,e~) : H~) for ~ < 2" 
an L2(x a) function for t > 0 and d = 1. Basic computations indicate that for t > 0, 
E((X(t),em) 2) : o(llml1-2) as Ilmll ~ ec, suggesting our bounds for ~ are sharp. 
We now state our result for the solution of (2.3). Recall p = degree R(x). 
Theorem 2.2. Assume (with 7N and 7 as in Theorem 2.1) 
(i) d = 1; 
(ii) sUPNE((X~(O),I)) < cxD, where [~ = 2 if p = 2 and [~ = 2p for p > 2; 
(iii) XN(O) ~ X(O), where X(O) is an Ho-valued random variable. 
Then {XN}, the solutions of (2.3), satisfy 
XN ~ X on C([0 ,oe) :H0) ,  
where X & a solution of the equation 
fo' fo' X(t) = X(0) + AX(s )  ds + R(X(s)) ds + Z(t); (2.7) 
here Z is a C([0, oo) : H~)-valued martingale, for c~ < -½, with respect o a(X(s) : 
s<.t), and 
(Z(t), f)2 _ fOt (yX(s), f2)ds  
is a square integrable martingale for f C Ha, ~ > 1; (2.7) holds in C([0, c~) : 
H_2) M C( (O ,c~) :H~) for  ~ < _3. 
X can also be represented as the solution of the equation 
fo t X(t) = r(t)X(O) + T(t - s)R(X(s)) ds 
/o' + T(t - s) dZ(s), (2.8) 
1 where each term in (2.8) is an element of C((O, oo) :Ha) for ~ < 3" 
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3. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
We require some additional notation before beginning the proof. Recall {era} the 
standard orthonormal basis for L2(T d) defined in Section 2. Then Aem = -flmem, 
where tim = ~211m112, and T(t), the semigroup generated by A on U~H~, satisfies 
T( t ) f  = Z exp( - f lmt) ( f  , era)era. 
For k = (kl . . . . .  kd) E NSaN, let 
1 r E I-Idi=l[kiN-l,(ki q'- 1)N -1 ) 
Ik(r) = 0 else 
and define the projection PN " Lz(T d) ~ H(N)  by 
Puf ( r )  = Z (f 'Udlk)Ik(r)" 
kENS d 
Note that for f E L2(T d) and g E H(N) ,  ( f ,g )  = (PNf,  g). 
For the remaining portion of the paper we assume N is odd. For a multiindex 
m = (ml . . . . .  rod) let Ilml[~ = maxi{mi}di=l, and define 
PNem 
em -- [[PNemllO for [[ml[oo~<N- 1. 
Then {~,,} form an orthonormal basis for H(N)  as a subspace of H0. In particular, if 
f E H(N) ,  then f = ~-~(f, em)em and Ilfll02 = ~(f ,~m) 2. Also 
^ 
ANe m : --flmem, 
where 
d 
/~m = Z 2N2(1 - c°s(TrmiN-I ))" 
i=1 
Since 4/rt 2 ~<2(1 - cos(x))/x 2~< 1 for 0 < x~<Tz, 
(4 /~ 2 )tim < tim < tim. (3 .1 )  
A basic calculation shows 
and 
d 2N2(1 - cos(zrmiN-l)) 
[IPNem[l~ = H ~2m2 i 
i=1 
(2/~) a~ [IPNemllO <~ 1. 
This implies that 
sup I~,,(r)l ~< (zt/2) d2d/2. 
r 
for Ilmll # 0 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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Let TN(t) denote the semigroup on H(N) generated by AN. Then, for f E H(N), 
TN(t)f = E exp(-[Jmt)(f ' era)era" 
For f E H(N) and any ~, we define 
If f ,  9 E H(N), then 
I(f, 0)1 ~< IIflI-=,NIIglI=,N. (3.4) 
To fully exploit the smoothing properties of TN(t) the following result will be useful. 
It extends the proof for d = 1 found in Blount (1987). 
Lennna 3.1. For f C H(N), 
(i) Ilfll0,N = Ilfll0 
(ii) For ~ > O, 
(1 + d=)-l/21lfll_= ~ Ilfll-=,u <<,(~/2Y+allfll-=. 
Proof. (i) holds since {era} are orthonormal eigenfunctions of the self-adjoint operator 
AN and they span H(N). For PImlI~ ~<N - 1 and f E H(N), (3.2) implies that 
(2/roZd ( f  , em)2 ~ ( f  , em) 2 <. (f ,  ~m) 2. (*) 
For the first inequality in (ii) consider 
[]f][2_~ = Z( f ,  em)2(1 + tim)-= 
= E (f'em)2(1 + flm)-= + E (f'em)2(1 + flm)-= 
[[mlI~<N-I Ilmll>N-I 
= (I) + (II). 
Since Ilmll~ ~< Ilmll, 
(I) ~< Z (f'e")2(1 +//m)-~ 
Ilml[~ ~<g-1 
~< Z( f ,  Ym)2(1 +/~m)-=[(1 +/0,n)/(1 +/~m)] =
~< Z(f ,~m)2(1 +/0m) -= = [Ifll2=,u, 
where the second and third inequalities follow from (.)  and (3.1), respectively. 
Now consider (II). By (3.1), sup/~,, ~< suPllmlloo ~<U- 1tim = dn2(N - 1 )2. Then 
(II) ~< (1 + rtZ(N- 1)2) -= Z( f ,  em) 2 
= (1 + rcZ(U - 1)2) -= y~(f,~m) 2 
[(1 + dztZ(N- 1)2)/(1 + zt2(U- I)2)] = Z( f ,~,n) (1  +/~m)-" 
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where the first equality follows from (i) and the second inequality from our observation 
on sup/~m" Thus, 
IlfllZ_~ ~<(1 + d=)llfll2_=,N. 
For the remaining inequality consider (again using ( , ) )  
IIflI2_=,N = Z(f,~m)2(1 + ~rn) -~ 
~< (/~/2)2d Z ( f 'em)2(1 + flm)-a[(1 + tim)/(1 +/~m)] ~
Ilmll~ ~<N-1 
<<. (n/2)2t~+a)Z(f, em)2(l + [3m) -~ by (3.1). [] 
For any ~, let Pn : H~ ~ A/~H~ be the projection 
Pnf = Z (f, em)em, 
Ilmll~<n 
and let P~ : H, ~ H, be defined by 
P~ = I -  P,,  where I is the identity operator. 
In a similar manner, for f E H(N), let 
Pn,Nf  = E ( f ,  em)em and Pn&,N = I --  Pn, N. 
Hmll~<n 
For f : T a ---* R, let I [ f l l~  = supr I f (r) l ,  and set A = SUPN ]tANII~, /~ = sup N ]]bu]l,,,~, 
and ~7 = supN ]]Yu]]o~; our assumptions imply these are finite. 
For the remainder of Section 3, XN will denote the solution of (2.2). We can rewrite 
(2.2) as 
/0 t XN(t) = TN(t)XN(O) + TN(t -- s) (ANXN(S)  -- XN(S)BNXN(S)) ds -~- YN(t), (3.5) 
where 
Zt 
gN(t) = rN(t -- S) dZN(S). 
Lema 3.2. (i) E[suPt~to(XN(t), 1)2]<-.C(to,~,A, supNE[(X^r(O), 1)2]). 
(ii) The distributions of {ZN} on C([0,oe) : H~), for ~ < -d/2, are relatively 
compact. 
(iii) For any fixed n, the distributions of {PnXN} on C([0, oc) : H~), for any ~, 
are relatively compact. 
Proof. From (2.2), we obtain 
/o' E(XN(t),I)<...E(XN(O),I) + A E(XN(S),l)ds, 
232 
and 
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fO 
t 
(XN(t),I)~(WN(O),I)+A (XN(S),I)ds+I(ZN(t),I)[. 
Two applications of Jensen's inequality to the last inequality imply that 
/i sup(XN(t), 1) 2 ~< 3[(XN(0), 1) 2 + (A)2v sup(XN(t), 1)2ds + sup(Zu(t), 1)2]. 
t~v  t~s  t~v  
Since E[(ZN(t), 1) 2] = Efo(yNXN(S), 1)ds<<.~foE(XN(s), 1 ds, (i) follows from the 
inequalities of Gronwall and Doob, respectively. For ~ < -d /2 and 0 ~< t ~< t + p ~< to, 
E[llZu(t + p) - ZN(t)[[2~ [ ft] = E (yNXN(S),(PNem)2)ds(1 + tim) ~ lEt ; 
and 
f 
t+l~ 
Z (~NXN(s),(PNem)2)ds(1 +flm)~<~C(d,~)sup(Xm(t), 1)p. 
dt  t<~to 
(ii) then follows from (i) together with Theorem 8.6, Remark 8.7, and problem 25, 
Ch. 3 of Ethier and Kurtz (1986). 
Consider 
/o P, XN(t) = P,XN(O) + PnANXN(s)ds 
+ Pn(ANXN(S) -- XN(s)BN(S)XN(S))ds + PnZN(t). 
For n fixed, (i) and Ascoli's theorem imply the distributions of {P,(XN -- ZN)} are 
relatively compact. Since the map C([0,oo) : H~) 2 ~ C([0,cxz) : H~) defined by 
(x + y) ( t )= x(t)+ y(t) is continuous, (iii) follows from (ii). [] 
Lemma 3.3. For any e > 0 and to > O, 
supP (sup [[P~NYN(t)I],,N >~e~ = lira 0 
n ---* oc2 N \ t ~ to / 
for any o~ < 1 -d /2 .  
Proof. For p > 0, let zs(p) = inf{t : (XN(t), 1) >~p}. By (i) of Lemma (3.2), given 
e > 0 we can choose p(e) such that SuPuP(zN(p(e))<to ) < e. This shows it suffices 
to prove the lemma for YN(t) = fo TN(t -- s)dZu(s A zN(p)) in place of YN. Consider 
/o' (YN(t), ~m) = exp(--flm(t -- s))d(ZN(s A z~(O)), ~m). 
(ZN(t A zN(p)), din) is a continuous martingale with quadratic variation process given 
by fO^~(~NXN(s), (~m)2)ds. 
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By Theorem 7.1 ~ of Ch. II of Ikeda and Watanabe (1989), we may assume, by 
extending the probability space, that 
/o' (ZN(t A "CN(p)),em) = ())NXN(S),(~m)2)I/2I[O,TN(p)](s)dB(s), 
where B is an Ft adapted standard Brownian motion; and 
I' (YN(t),~m) = exp(-/~m(t - s))(TNXu(s),(~m)2)l/2lEo,~,,(p)l(s)dB(s). 
By Lemma 1.1 we obtain 
P \t(sup(YN(t)'em)2<to >~a2) <<'rc2llmll2t°(exp(cl]mll2a2)- 1 -1' (*) 
where C = C(d)(~p) -z > O. If ~ < 1 - d/2, we can choose 0 with 0 < 0 < 1 and 
- 0 < -d/2. Then we obtain 
P (sup  Z (YN(t)'em)2llml'2~>~  []rnl]2(~-°)) 
\t<~to ilmll>~n ilmll~>n 
~ P(sup(YN(t),em)2~llm][ -20) 
Ilmll>~n t~to 
~ ~2llmll2to(exp(-CIImll2(l-°))- 1  l ,  
Ilm[l>~n 
where (,)  implies the last inequality. 
Since 1 -0  > 0 ands -0  <-d /2 ,  
nli~m~ Z (I Imll2(~-°) + Ilm}12(exp(-Cllmll 2°-°)) - 1)-l)  = o, 
Ilmll>n 
which proves the lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. For any ~ > 0 and to > O, 
(i) limn---,oo SUpN P(Sup6<t<~t o IIP~NXN(t)II~,N >~Z) = 0 if 3 > 0 and o~ < 1 - d/2, 
or 6=O and ~ < -d/2; 
(ii) l imn-~ SUPNP(Sup6<t<t 0 [[P~vXN(t)[[~ >>.~) =- 0 if 6 > 0 and ~ 40 for d = 1, 
3 > 0 andot < 1 -d /2 for  d~2, or 6=-0 andct < -d/2. 
Proof. Note that [(TN(t~N(O),~,.)[ <<.C(d)exp(-flmt)(Xu(O), 1), and 
( fo tTN(t -S)(ANXN(S)-  XN(S)BNXN(S)),em)ds 
<<. C(d)(-A +/~)(l + sup(XN(S), 1)2)(1 + ]~m) -1. 
s<~t 
The result then follows from Lemma 3.2(i), (3.5), Lemmas 3.3 and 3.1. [] 
Lemma 3.5. (i) The distributions of { (XN,ZN ) } are relatively compact on C((0,c~) • 
i fo rd= 1, anda < l -d~2 andfl < -d/2ford>/2.  Ha xHfl) if ~--.<0 and fl < -~ 
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Relative compactness holds on C([0, oo) : He x H,) for ot < -d/2. 
(ii) Any distributional imit (X,Z) of {(XN,ZN)} satisfies (2.4); with respect to 
a(X(s) : s <~ t), both (Z(t), f )  and (Z(t), f)2 _ fo(YX(s) ' f2) ds are square integrable 
martingales for f E He, ~ > d/2. 
(iii) (X,Z) satisfies (2.5). 
Plroof. S N ~- Pn, NXN -[- Pn~,,NXN and Pn,NXN = PnXN + (en,N -- en)SN • The stochastic 
bound on suPt<~to(XN(t), l  implies that for n fixed, supt<t 0 [[(P,,N --Pn)XN(t)[I~ ~ 0 
as N ~ c~. By Lemma 3.2(iii), relative compactness holds for {Pn,NXN} with n fixed; 
and then, by Lemma 3.4 and Ethier and Kurtz (1986)(problem 18, Ch. 3), relative 
compactness holds for {XN}. Lemma 3.2(ii) then implies relative compactness for 
{(XN, ZN)}. 
Define G:C([O, oo):M(Td)) A C([0 ,~) :He)  ~ C([0,oo) : H~-2) for ~ < -d/2 by 
/0' /0' G(f ) ( t )  = f ( t )  - f (O)  - A f (s )ds  - (Af(s) - f ( s )B f (s ) )ds .  
G is continuous, and using (2.2) we can write 
(XN,PnZN ) = (XN,P,G(XN )) + (0, e,,N ), (*) 
where supt<t 0 [[en,N(t)[[~ 0 as N ~ oc because of the stochastic bound on supt<t ° 
(XN(t), 1) and our assumptions on As and bN. (*) implies that any distributional limit 
(X,Z) of {(XN, ZN)} satisfies P,Z = PnG(X) for every n almost surely, and this 
implies that (2.4) holds in C([0,c~) : H~) for • < -2  - d/2. We will subsequently 
show that X E C((0,oo) :H~) for • < 1 -d /2 ,  implying AX E C((0,c~) :H~) for 
< -1 -d/2.  Since the other terms in (2.4) are in C([0,oc) :H~) for ~ < -d/2, 
this implies that (2.4) holds in C((0,c~) : H~) for ~ < -1 -d /2 .  
Let f E H~ for ~ > d/2. Then f is continuous and both (ZN(t),f) and (ZN(t),f) 2- 
fo(TsXs(s), (PNf)2)ds are {Ft} martingales. From Burkholder's inequality and Lemma 
3.2(i) it follows that 
(ZN(t), f )  and (ZN(t), f)2 _ fot (vNXN(s), (PNf)2)ds 
have second moments bounded independently of N. Since [[ ~'N - 7[[ o~ +[[PN f -- f I[ o~ ---* 
0, it follows from Ethier and Kurtz (1986) (problem 7, Ch. 7) and Fatou's lemma that 
(g(t), f )  and (g(t), f)2_fo(~X(s) ' f2)d s are square-integrable martingales with respect 
to a(X(s) : s<t). 
Applying P~ to (2.4) and using variation of constants we obtain 
/0' /o' P .X( t )  = P . [T ( t )X (0)  + r ( t  - s)(AX(s)  - X(s )BX(s ) )ds  + r ( t  - s )dZ(s ) l .  
Let H(t) denote the process inside the brackets on the right-hand side of the equation. 
Dropping the subscript N and replacing ~m by e,,, in the proofs of Lemmas 3.3 and 
3.4 shows that P~H e~ 0 in C((0, oo) • H~) for • < 1 - d/2. Thus, X ---- H almost 
surely and (2.5) holds. Each term in (2.5) excepting f£ T ( . -  s)dZ(s) is an element 
of C([0, e~) : M(Td)), which implies all terms are. [] 
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To finish the proof of Theorem 2.1 we must show that {XN} has only one distri- 
butional imit. Suppose XN(,) ~ X on C([O, oo) :M(Ta)) .  By applying Lemma 3.5 
and passing to a further subsequence if necessary, it follows that X satisfies (2.4). But 
the proof of Theorem 10.1.2.4 of Dawson (1993) shows that a solution of (2.4) is 
distributionally unique. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.2 
Using variation of constants we rewrite (2.3) as 
XN(t) : TN(t~N(O) + TN(t -- s)R(XN(S))ds + YN(t), (4.1) 
where 
YN(t) = TN(t -- s)dZN(s). 
Let P0 = supx>~oR(x) and note P0 < c~. Also note TN(t) is a positive contraction map 
on (H(N), ]l" ]loo) and TN(t)I :_ 1. 
Lemma 4.1. SUPN 1[ fo E(X~(s))dsiloo <C(n,~,po, t)(1 + suPN(E(Xg(O)), 1)), where 
= 1 i fn = 1 and ~i : max(2,n) / fn  > 1. 
Proof. For f i> 0 note 
[l(TN(t)f)nllo~ <~ []TN(t)fnlloo (Jensen's inequality) 
= I[ ~-~(fn,~m)exp(-~mt)~mll~ 
<~ C( f  n, 1) y~ exp(-4m2t) by (3.1) and (3.3). 
m=l 
oo --2 Since Y~I m < oo, this proves that 
fo t II(TN(S)f)"[lo~ds<~f(f", 1) f>~0, ( , )  for 
and a similar calculation shows that 
f0 t f~0 .  (* *) IITN(S)fI[ZodS<<. C( f  , 1) 2 for 
From (4.1), E(XN(t))<<. TN(t)E(XN(O))+pot, and the lemma holds for n = 1. Now we 
consider n>~2 (which implies the result for 1 < n < 2). 
From (4.1), we obtain 
E(X~(t)) ~ 3n-I [E((TN(t)XN(0)) n) + (pot) n + E([Y~(t) I )]. (* * *) 
For r,r' E T, let 9r(/)  ----NIk(r)(r') for r E [k(r)N- l , (k(r)+ 1)N-l).  For f E H(N), 
(f ,  gr) = f ( r )  and 0r = Y~Ym(r)~m. For 0~<#~<t, define the martingale mr(#) = 
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(f~ TN(t - s)dZN(S), Or)ds. mr(t) = YN(t, r), and mr has quadratic variation [mr](#) :
fd(?NXN(s),(TN(t- S)gr)2)ds. Successively applying Burkholder's and Jensen's in- 
equalities, we have 
t ,~ n/Z] 
E[iYN(t,r'in]<~C(n'E[( fo (,NXN(S),(TN(t--S)gr'2)ds) J
<.C(n)(~otl[TN(t--S)grll2ds) n/2-1 
/o' xE  ( (~NXN(S) )  n/2, (TN(t -- S)gr)Z)ds 
<~ C(n)~ n/2 fot(E(xZ/2(s)), (TN(t - S)gr)2)ds~ 
where (**) implies the last inequality. From this we obtain 
~otE(lY~c(v,r)l)dv <~ C(n, ?) ~t ~V(E(XN/2(s)),(TN(V - S)gr)2)dsdv 
=C(n, ff) fot(fstE(XN/2(v-s))dv,(TN(S)gr)2)ds 
<~ C(n, ff) fo'E(Xff2(v))dv o~ by (**). 
Thus, 
fo tE([Yflg(v)[)dv oo <<'C(n'~) fo tE(XN/z(v))dv oo' 
and this, together with (.) applied to the first term on the right-hand side of (* * *), 
implies that 
<~C(n,~,po,t) (E(Xt~(0)),I) + 1 + 
If n = 2, the lemma now follows from the case for n -- 1. The general case then 
follows by iterating the inequality until the n/2 on the right-hand side is replaced by 
n/2k <~ 2. [] 
Lemma 4.2. (i) SUpN E[supt<to (Xu(t), 1)2] ~< C(~7, P0, to). 
(ii) I f  e > 0 and g < 1/2, then 
supe (sup lle N N(t)Jl,,  - -  lim O. 
n---* oo N \ t <~ to / 
1 (iii) The distributions of {Zu} are relatively compact on C([O, oo) : H,) for ~ < -3" 
(iv) limp__.~ supN P(supt ~<to [ [XN(t)[ 1o ~> P) = O. 
(v) The distributions of {PnXN }, for fixed n, are relatively compact on C([O, cx~): 
H~) for any ~. 
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(vi) The distributions of { fo R(XN(s ))ds} are relatively compact on C([0, cx~) • H~) 
for • < _ !  2" 
Proof. From (2.3), (Xu(t), 1) ~< (XN(O), 1) + pot + <ZN(t), 1), E[suPt<.to(ZN(t), 1)2]~< 
4E fO°(TuXu(s), 1)ds, and (i) follows from Lemma 4.1 and our assumptions. (ii) and 
(iii) then follow exactly as in Section 3. 
From (4.1), (X~(t), 1)~<3[(XN2(O), 1  + pEt 2 + (Y~(t), 1)]. Consider 
( /0' ) P~,NYN(t) = Pn,N ZN(t) + AN TN(t -- s)ZN(s)ds , 
which implies that 
I IP.,N YN(t)I Io C(n, to) ( sup I IPn, NZN(t)l I0). sup 
t~lo \ t~to 
Thus (iv) follows from (ii), (iii) and our assumptions on XN(0). 
From (2.3), (i) and (iii), relative compactness for {PnXN} will follow if we show 
it for fo(R(XN(s)),em)ds. But, for O~t~t  + #<.to, 
~tt+P(e(XN(S)),era}ds ~C[#fot°(i-+-x2P(s), l)ds] 1/2 
By Lemma 4.1, our assumptions, and Ascoli's theorem, (v) holds for p > 2. 
If p = 2, then 
f t+g(R(XN(s))'em)ds ( \t,to ) ~<C ,supIlXN(t)[l~ + 1 #, 
and (v) holds for p = 2 by (iv) and Ascoli's theorem. 
Since ~ m 2~ < ~ for ~ < -1/2, the previous estimates show 
when p > 2 and, for p = 2, 
\ t ~<t0 
Thus (vi) also follows from Ascoli's theorem and Lemma 4.1. [] 
Lemma 4.3. (i) For any ~ > 0 and to > O, 
lim supP( sup IIP~NXN(t)II~,N>~e ) =0 
n--+cx~ N \ 6<~t<~to 
if 6 > O and c~ < ½ or 6 =- O and ~ = O. 
(ii) The distributions of {XN} are relatively compact on C([0, c~) : H0). 
(iii) I f  X is any distributional limit of a subsequence of {XN}, then 
f t  (XP(s), 1)ds ~< C(t). E 
Jo 
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(iv) If XN(.) =~ X. then 
(xu(.), fo R(Xu(.)(s))d~) ~ (X, fo R(X(s))~  
1 on C([0,~x~)"Ho ×H~) for ot < -~. 
Proof. Note I ( TN ( t ~ (0), era) ] <<. C exp( - ~m t) (XN ( 0 ), 1 ); and now consider 
( fot TN(t - s)R(XN(S)),em) ds2 
= ] foteXp(-flm(t- $))(R(XN(S)),em)dS 2 
~(foteXp(-2flm(t-s))ds)(fot(R(XN(S)),ern) 2ds) 
// ~c(1 + m2) -1 (1 +x~P(s), 1)d~. 
If p = 2, then 
exp(-~m(t - s))(R(XN(s)), (sup IIX~(s)JIg + 1 (1 + m2) -2. 
ks<~t 
(i) then follows from our assumptions on (X~v(O), 1), Lemma 4.1, (ii) and (iv) of 
Lemma 4.2, and 4.1. From (2.3), Lemma 4.1, and Lemma 4.2(iii), supt~t ° II(P,,lv - 
Pn)XN(t)llo ~ 0 as N ~ c~ for n fixed, and, as in the proof of Lemma 3.5(i), (ii) 
then follows from (i) and Lemma 4.2(v). 
To prove (iii) and (iv) it suffices, by the Skorohod representation theorem (Ethier 
and Kurtz, 1986, Theorem 1.8, Ch. 3) to assume (after relabeling if necessary) that 
{XN} and X are defined on the same probability space with XN ~ X almost surely in 
C([0, cx~) :H0). This implies that for any t > 0, 
fotfol(XN(S,r,w)-X(s,r,w))2drds--*Ofora.e.w, (*) 
and 
/o/o' /0 /01 l l,(s,r,w)drds --* X2(s,r,w)drds for a.e.w. 
By Fatou's lemma, Lemma 4.1, (**) and our assumptions, 
E fot(X2(s), l)ds<~ supE ~t(X~(s), l)ds<~ C(t). 
( ,)  and ( , ,  *) imply 
fa fot fol lXN(S,r, w) -- X(s,r, w)ldrdsdP(w) ~ O. 
(**) 
* * * )  
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Thus, there exists a subsequence N(n) such that XN(n)(s,r,w) --* X(s,r ,w) for almost 
every (s,r,w) E [0, t] × [0, 1] × f~ with respect o dsdrdP(w); and we obtain 
f0 t f0' E (XP(s), 1)ds<~ supE (X~(s), 1)ds ~< C(t) N , • • , )  
by Fatou's lemma, Lemma 4.1 and our assumptions. 
(iii) follows from (****), so now consider (iv). For p = 2, (iv) follows from 
the continuous mapping theorem, but p~>3 requires a different argument. As noted 
at the start of the previous section, we may assume that XN ~ X almost surely in 
C([0, c~) :H  o). Define 
) ON(t)= t), R(XN(s))ds and g( t )= t), R (X(s ) )ds .  
By (vi) of Lemma 4.2 and (ii), the distributions of gN are relatively compact on 
1 C([0, c~) • H0 x H~) for ~ < -~.  Suppose N(n) is a subsequence with 9N(n) ~ Y 
for some Y. Fix t > 0. As shown in the previous section, there exists a subsequence 
N(n(k)) such that XN(n(k))(s,r,w) ~ X(s,r ,w) for almost every (s,r,w) with respect 
to dsdrdP(w) on [0,t] x [0, 1] x C/. Applying (****) and recalling ~ m 2~ < c~ for 
< -½, we obtain 
P ~o t~< c(c¢)~-~'E (IX~t (~(k))(s) - Xt(s)l, 1)ds ~ 0 
/=1 
as N(n(k)) ~ c~. Since XN(n<k)) ~ X almost surely in C([0, oo) : H0), we have proved 
that 9N(n¢k)) P g in C([0,t] • H0 × H~). Since gN(,(k)) =~ Y by assumption, it follows 
that Y = g in distribution on C([O,t]:Ho × Ha) with t arbitrary. 
In summary, the distributions of {ON} are relatively compact with each distribu- 
tionally convergent subsequence onverging to 9 in distribution. By well-known proper- 
ties of the weak convergence on complete, separable metric spaces, this implies that 
@N :::~@. [] 
Lemma 4.4. (i) The distributions of { ( XN , ZN ) } are relatively compact on C([0, oo): 
no ×Ha) for  ~ < _ !  2" 
(ii) Any distributional limit (X,Z) of {(XN,ZN)} satisfies (2.7) and (2.8) with Z 
a martingale as described in Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. (i) It follows from Lemmas 4.2(iii) and 4.3(ii). 
Define G : C([0, oo) : H0 × Ha) ---* C([0, oo) " Ha) for ~ < -½ and fl~< min(~,-2) 
by 
G(f  ,g ) ( t )  = f ( t )  - f (O)  - A f ( s )ds  - O(t). 
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Then G is continuous and from (2.3) we have 
(XN,PnZN)= ,P.G(XN, R(Xs(s))ds) +(0, e.,N) (*) 
where suptat ° II~.,N(t)ll0 ~ 0 as N ---+ cx~ for any fixed to and n. The proof now 
proceeds as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, but uses Lemma 4.3(iv) to get around the lack 
of continuity for the map h(.) ~ foR(h(s))ds when p > 2 and h E C([0,oo) : H0). 
From (,) ,  Lemma 4.3(iv) and (i), any distributional limit (X,Z) satisfies (2.7) with 
the characterization of Z as in the proof of Lemma 3.5(ii). The analogues of Lemmas 
4.2(ii) and 4.3(i) hold for X (delete the subscript N, use em in place of ~m, and use 
Lemma 4.3(iii) in place of Lemma 4.1). (ii) then follows as in the proof of Lemma 
(3.5). [] 
The following lemma will show XN has a unique limiting distribution. 
Lemma 4.5. Any distributional limit, X, of  a subsequence of {XN}, has the same 
distribution on C([0,c~) : H0). 
Proof. We use results of Evans and Perkins (1994) which extend Dawson's results to 
our situation. To match their notation more closely, we assume R(0) = 0 and ), = 1. 
As discussed in Remark 2.1 and at the end of this proof, the case with R(0) > 0 and 
), nonconstant requires only notational changes in their proofs. 
Since we already know X E C([0, cx~) :H0), it suffices to show distributional unique- 
ness on C([0,oo):H~) for some ~ < _1,  or equivalently, as shown in Section 2, on 
C([0,oo) :M(T) ) .  Although we have assumed R(x) 7~ O, our previous results apply 
equally well to this case. Let X denote a distributional limit when R(x) -- 0, and let 
X be a limit when R(x) ~ 0 (but R(0) = 0). 
For our probability space (f~,F,(Ft)t>>.o) we take f2 = C([0,oo) : M(T)) ,  F ---- 
F o o a(w(u):u<~.s). Then X (re- the Borel a-field on f~, and Ft = Ns>t s, where F S = 
spectively )()  is given by the coordinate variables X(t, w) = w(t), and the distributions 
of X and )(  are probability measures on f~. 
The results of Evans and Perkins then equate distributional uniqueness for X with 
that of .~ (which is known) after certain conditions are verified. We assume X(0) = 
X(0) and is deterministic. The general case for a random initial value follows since, 
for X(0) fixed, the distribution of X may be taken to be of the form Qx(o), where 
Qx(o)(w(O) - -X (0) )  = 1 and Qx(o)(H) is a Borel measurable function of X(0)  for 
HEF.  
For each r E [0, 1), let Ir, n = [0, 1) M [r - n- i , r  + n-l], and let 2 denote Lebesgue 
on T. Define the Borel measurable map U : M(T)  × T ~ • by 
lim #(Ir, n) if the limit exists, 
U(#,r) . . . .  2(It, n) 
0 else. 
Since we are assuming R(0) = 0, we can write R(x) = 9(x)x where deg(9) = p -  1 
and 9(x)<~c < eo for x > 0 (recall R has a negative leading coefficient). For ~o C/-/2, 
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(2.7) and X E C([0,c~) :H0) imply that 
(X(t),go) = (X(0), (p) + (X(s),A(p)ds 
+ (X(s), g(U(X(s), .))(p}ds + (Z(t), qg}, (4.2) 
where (Z(t), ~o) is a continuous (Ft) martingale with quadratic variation process 
fo ~( , ~o 2 ((Z, q)))(t) = X(s) )ds. 
With X in place of X, (4.2) holds with g -~ 0. 
Assume p = 2. For this case we use Theorem 3.10 of Evans and Perkins (1994), 
which applies with minor changes due to the fact our space variable takes values in T 
rather than ~. Their result applies here if we show that 
~o' fo' I l °g( I r -  r'l)lX(O'r)X(O'r')drd/ < oo. 
By Cauchy-Schwartz, the integral is dominated by 
l \1/2 / fl 1 \1/2 
( fo l fo  [ l°g( I f - r ' l ) ]2dfdr ' )  ~ Jo fo (X(O'r)X(O'r'))2drdf') 
= c I Ix (0 ) l l~  < ~.  
For the case p>~3, we apply Theorem 2.3 of Evans and Perkins (1994) (also see 
the first complete paragraph on p. 132 of their paper). By Lemma 4.3(iii), since 
deg(g2(x)x) = 2p - 1 < /3, 
£ E (gi(u(X(s),,),X(s))ds<.c(t) 
and 
f0 l E (g2(U(2(s ) , . ) ,2 (s ) )ds<c( t ) ;  
this verifies the assumptions of their theorem and uniqueness follows. 
If V ~ 1 and R(0) > 0, then we take the reference process )( to satisfy (2.7) with 
/~(x) = R(0). This is an (A, ff) superprocess with immigration as described in Remark 
2.1. The proofs of the Evans and Perkins results then equate uniqueness for X to that 
of )?, which is known from Dawson (1993). [] 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
5. Final remarks 
The solution of (2.7), for p = 2 and 7 constant, was shown in Blount (1994b) to 
arise as a diffusion limit of a sequence of reaction-diffusion models where particles 
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perform independent random walks between reactor cells with reaction rates prescribed 
by R(x). Scalings of this particle model which give deterministic limits are considered 
in Blount (1992, 1993, 1994a), and Kotelenez (1988). Solutions of (2.7) with a different 
noise term (corresponding to replacing v ~ by a globally Lipschitz function F(x) in 
(2.3)) are studied in Kotelenez (1992). Our L2 smoothness results complement those 
of Konno and Shiga (1988), Walsh (1986), Kotelenez (1992), Dawson (1993) and 
others who have studied continuity in the space variable for solutions of SPDEs (when 
it makes sense to do so). 
We have not addressed the question of pathwise uniqueness. Pathwise uniqueness 
for (2.2) and (2.3) is shown in Yamada and Watanabe (1971), and this implies distri- 
butional uniqueness. However, according to Dawson (1993), pathwise uniqueness for 
the limiting SPDEs is an open question. The assumption that ~, > 0 is made to ensure 
distributional uniqueness. Existence of limiting SPDEs still holds assuming y~> 0. 
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